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**URBAN SOLAR CORP**

5 - 515 Dupplin RD  
Victoria, BC V8Z 1C2 CANADA


**Distributed Generation Power Systems Accessory Equipment - PV-stop series of pole mounted solar load Control off-grid (Stand-alone) systems.** Model(s) PV-Bright-Up-10W, PV-Bright-Up-5W, PV-Lantern-10W, PV-Lantern-5W, PV-Signal-10W, PV-Signal-5W, PV-Stop-10W, PV-Stop-5W

**Photovoltaic stand-alone (off-grid) low voltage systems** Model(s) RMS120, RMS120_RAD42, RMS120_RAD93, RMS160, RMS160_RAD42, RMS160_RAD93, RMS240, RMS240_RAD42, RMS240_RAD93, RMS320, RMS320_RAD42, RMS320_RAD93, RMS360, RMS360_RAD42, RMS360_RAD93, RMS480, RMS480_RAD42, RMS480_RAD93, SLLS-100, SLLS-120, SLLS-160, SLLS-240, SLLS-320, SLLS-360, SLLS-480, SLLS-50, SLLS-80
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